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Abstract: Systems with partial distribution of heat allocators present a problem in terms of energy allocation. Since
heat allocators provide pure numerical, and not the consumed energy value, energy consumed in the apartments
without heat allocators is unknown. Furthermore, energy loss within the building is also unknown. Therefore,
models for heat energy allocation are used. With those models, based upon partial (numerical) consumption read-
ings, allocation to all apartments is formed. This paper addresses the allocation methods used for allocation of
the heat energy in systems with partial distribution of the heat allocators. Mathematical definition and analysis
of three heat energy allocation methods is given. Two of them were officially legislated in Croatia, and in use
since year 2008. Third one is proposed in works of Hatzivelkos. Properties of allocation methods are introduced:
consistency, monotonicity and local consistency. While consistency, as a global property can be viewed as a nec-
essary allocation property, special attention is given to later two properties, monotonicity and local consistency.
Those properties describe allocation methods from the perspective of a consumer. Mathematical analysis of allo-
cation methods behavior in worst case scenario is given, i.e. scenario that produces the greatest error for observed
allocation model. Another high consumer visibility concept is analyzed: consumption reading point value. For
a consumer, it is only natural to seek relation between consumption reading and energy allocation, which is de-
scribed with concept of allocated energy value of consumption reading points. Criteria for consumption reading
point value comparison is introduced and described by usage of simulations. Finally, notions of new areas of heat
allocation model analysis are given.
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1 Introduction
More than 150 000 households in Croatia have cen-
tralized heating system with heated water. Most of the
heat energy consumers are connected to one common
heat meter located in the heating substation of the
building. These are the buildings built before 2001
in which the piping did not provide for individual
metering of heat energy for each apartment. To make
cost allocation fairer for customers on a common
heat meter, there is a possibility of installing heat
cost allocators. This article addresses the allocation
methods used for allocation of the heat energy in
systems with partial distribution of the heat allocators.

Hopefully, results will stimulate use of methods
which can guarantee desirable properties of the heat
energy allocation. Such methods can reinforce public
confidence in fairness of individual energy consump-
tion metering, even in situations where not all apart-
ments in building have heat allocators installed.

2 Heat allocation models
A models for heat energy allocation among apart-
ments connected to common heat meter presented in
this article are based upon two assumptions:

1. All of the electronic heat allocators placed on
heat emitters are of the same type. Therefore,
their numerical values are comparable.

2. Not all apartments need to have electronic heat
allocators placed on heat emitters, but apartments
that do, have to have them placed on each heat
emitter.

In this article we will use following notification:

1. There are m apartments connected to common
heat meter. First k of them (k being smaller
thanm) have electronic heat allocators placed on
each heat emitter. For those k apartments, with
N1, N2, ..., Nk we will denote the sum of con-
sumption readings on heat allocators on all heat
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emitters in those apartments in a given time pe-
riod (for instance, in one month).

2. With A1, A2, ..., Am we will denote apartment
living areas.

3. With Etotal we will denote total amount of heat
energy read on the common heat meter in a given
time period (for instance, in one month).

4. With E1, E2, ..., Em we will denote an amount
of energy allocated to each apartment in a given
time period (for instance, in one month). It is
clear that Etotal =

∑m
i=1Ei.

5. Finally, with αA we will denote a factor which
is determining a portion of energy total which is
considered to be a energy loss or a common con-
sumption in a building (energy used for heating
of common areas). That portion of energy should
be allocated with respect of an area share of the
apartments.

First we will define model for energy allocation
which was officially used for a heat energy alloca-
tion in Croatia (with minor modifications) from year
2008. to year 2015. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12]. Due to its
structure, we shall call this model ”Static allocation
model”, and it is given in following definition:

Definition 1 (Static allocation model, SAM)
For all m − k apartments without installed heat
allocators, their allocated energy equals to

Ei = Etotal · αw ·
Ai∑m

j=k+1Aj
(1)

for all i ∈ {k+1, ...,m}. For all k apartments with in-
stalled heat allocators, their allocated energy equals
to

Ei = Etotal(1− αw)

αA Ai
k∑
j=1

Aj

+ (1− αA)
Ni
k∑
j=1

Nj

 (2)

for all i ∈ {1, ..., k}, where αw is a factor which de-
fines the share of energy total that is allocated to all
apartments without installed heat allocators:

αw = l ·
∑m

i=k+1Ai∑m
i=1Ai

, (3)

factor l being equal to 2.

Factor l which appears in the equation (3) in
Definition 1, as part of the coefficient αw (so called
correction factor) changed several times in last eight
years (from l = 1 in year 2008., l = 1.25 in year
2011., l = 1.5 in year 2014., to l = 2 in year 2015.)

[8] [10] [12] [14]. With factor αw model actually tries
to determine the fixed share of the total energy used
in apartments without the heat allocators. Because
of this approach, we call model ”static”. Of course,
share of apartments without the heat allocators
in total energy could not be fixed, and it changes
from one month to another. Furthermore, in some
circumstances, the share of energy used in apartments
without the heat allocators can be far greater than αw.
We will discus this in detail later in article.

As we can see from equation (1), the share of
the total energy which is allocated to all apartments
without the heat allocators is further allocated to
apartments according to their area share. On the other
hand, from equation (2) we can see that remaining
energy is allocated to apartments with heat allocators
as a convex combination of their share in area,
and their share in the total number of consumption
readings.

In year 2015. model for heat energy alloca-
tion was changed [13]. Although model kept its ba-
sic structure, new threshold was introduced. There-
fore, model is named as ”Static allocation model with
threshold”. That model, which was in use from April
to November 2015. is given in following definition:

Definition 2 (SAM-wT) We define threshold value
T :

Nt =

k∑
j=1

Nj

k
, T =

k∑
j=1

Nj<Nt

Aj

k∑
j=1

Aj

(4)

For all m− k apartments without installed heat allo-
cators, their allocated energy equals to

Ei = Etotal · αw ·
Ai∑m

j=k+1Aj
(5)

for all i ∈ {k+1, ...,m}. For all k apartments with in-
stalled heat allocators, their allocated energy equals
to

Ei = Etotal(1− αw)

βA Ai
k∑
j=1

Aj

+ (1− βA)
Ni
k∑
j=1

Nj

 (6)

for all i ∈ {1, ..., k}, where αw is a factor which de-
fines the share of energy total that is allocated to all
apartments without installed heat allocators

αw = 2 ·
∑m

i=k+1Ai∑m
i=1Ai
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and βA equals to

βA =

{
αA if T ≤ 0.3
T if T > 0.3

(7)

As we can see from equation (4), threshold value
T was defined as a share in area of the apartments with
heat allocators, of the apartments which consumption
readings are greater than average consumption read-
ing, Nt.

The allocation for apartments without heat
allocators, remained the same as in a SAM model,
defined with factor αw. Allocation for apartments
with heat allocators changed, and now it depends on
a value of T . If T is less than 0.3, energy for those
apartments is allocated the same way it was allocated
in SAM. But if T exceeds 0.3, then instead of αA,
we use T as the split ratio between the part of energy
allocated according to area share, and the part of
energy allocated according to consumption readings
share. This means, that if T is big, say 0.8, then
80% of energy will be allocated according to apart-
ments area share, while only smaller part (20%) will
be allocated according to consumption readings share.

To conclude with legislated models, we should
point out that in November 2015. model for the
allocation of heat energy in Croatia yet again changed
[14]. The latest change abandoned usage of SAM-wT
model, and returned to SAM model, with one differ-
ence. Value l = 2 in Definition 1 is not legislated by
government anymore, but now it can be freely formed.

Let us finally define third model for heat en-
ergy allocation, which was proposed in works of
Hatzivelkos [3][4][5].

Definition 3 (Dynamic allocation model, DAM)
For all m − k apartments without installed heat
allocators, we define their number of impulses
(consumption readings) as

Ni = αN ·Ai · max
j=1,...,k

(
Nj

Aj

)
(8)

for all i ∈ {k + 1, ...,m}, where is αN ≥ 1 prede-
fined (”motivation” or ”punishment”) factor, and it
represents factor for which allocation of energy for an
apartment without heat allocators should be greater
than the allocation of energy for an apartment with
heat allocators (with respect to apartments areas).

Now we have

Ei = Etotal

αA · Ai
m∑
j=1

Aj

+ (1− αA)
Ni
m∑
j=1

Nj

 (9)

for all i ∈ {1, ...,m}.

We will call this model ”dynamic” because
it does not prescribe fixed share of total energy
consumed in apartments without the heat allocators.
Rather than that, DAM model establishes relations
between apartments itself, therefore acting on a micro
level. Relation between an apartment with heat allo-
cators and one without heat allocators is defined by
equation (8). Motivation for that relationship, where
an apartment without heat allocators is assigned
(relative) consumption reading greater or equal to
maximal consumption reading among apartments
with heat allocators, comes from stand that since we
can not know the level of consumption in apartments
without heat allocators, it is only fair to assume that it
is maximal.

Let us now see how all three models allocate en-
ergy in following example:

Example 4 The areas and consumption readings of
ten apartments are given in the following table. First
eight apartments have the heat allocators, while last
two do not. Let us say that total energy that should
be allocated to those apartments equals to Etotal =
1000 MWh, and that factor αA (which determines
common part of energy, that should be allocated ac-
cording to areas of the apartments) equals to αA =
0.1.

Apartment 1. 2.− 4. 5.− 7. 8. 9.− 10.

Area 50 50 50 50 50

Impulses 80 20 10 0 −

In this example all areas are the same, so that
difference in allocation methods would be more
visible. If we use SAM method (see Definition 1),
we get αw = 0.4, and so allocation to apartments
without heat allocators (see equation (1)) equals to
E9 = E10 = 200. We calculate the allocations for
apartments with the heat allocators from equation (2).
See Table 1.

In case of SAM-wT model, average number
of consumption reading Nt equals to Nt = 21.25.
Therefore, all but the first apartment have consump-
tion readings less than Nt, and threshold value T
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equals to T = 0.875. This means that value for βA
equals to βA = T = 0.875. The allocations for
apartments without the heat allocators remain same as
in SAM model, but allocations for other apartments
change, with lowest allocations significantly rising.
See Table 1.

Finally, if we use DAM model (with αN = 1.1),
consumption readings prescribed for apartments 9.
and 10. equals to N9 = N10 = 88. Usage of equation
(9) gives following allocation:

No. Ai Ni SAMEi SAM-wTEi DAMEi

1 50 80 261.62 100.92 218.09

2 50 20 71.03 74.45 62.02

3 50 20 71.03 74.45 62.02

4 50 20 71.03 74.45 62.02

5 50 10 39.26 70.04 36.01

6 50 10 39.26 70.04 36.01

7 50 10 39.26 70.04 36.01

8 50 0 7.50 65.63 10.00

9 50 − 200.00 200.00 238.90

10 50 − 200.00 200.00 238.90

Table 1: Example of SAM, SAM-wT and DAM allo-
cations

As we can see in Table 1, in SAM model apart-
ment 1. (with heat allocators) is assigned greater share
of energy than apartments 9. and 10. (without heat al-
locators). SAM-wT model in this example produces
allocation in which apartment 1. is allocated just 40%
more energy than apartments 5., 6. and 7., although its
energy consumption in eight times greater. Those ob-
servations will be in the focus of Section 3, in which
we will analyze properties of the defined models for
energy allocation.

3 Properties of the energy allocation
models

3.1 Consistency

First thing that we expect from every model of energy
allocation is consistency. This means that algorithm
which assigns values of energy allocation to apart-
ments, must do it in a way that the sum of all allocated
energy is equal to total energy consumption reading.
We will formalize this in following definition.

Definition 5 We say an energy allocation model is

consistent if
m∑
i=1

Ei = Etotal.

Theorem 6 (Consistency) Models for energy alloca-
tion SAM, SAM-wT and DAM are consistent.

Proof: Let us first take a look at DAM model.
Allocation to all apartments is given by equation
(9). Let us sum up those values over all apartments:
m∑
i=1

Ei =
m∑
i=1

Etotal

αA · Ai
m∑
j=1

Aj

+ (1− αA) Ni
m∑
j=1

Nj


= Etotal

m∑
i=1

αA Ai
m∑
j=1

Aj

+ (1− αA) Ni
m∑
j=1

Nj


= Etotal

 m∑
i=1

αA
Ai
m∑
j=1

Aj

+
m∑
i=1

(1− αA) Ni
m∑
j=1

Nj


= Etotal

 αA
m∑
j=1

Aj

m∑
i=1

Ai + 1−αA
m∑
j=1

Nj

m∑
i=1

Ni


= Etotal [αA + 1− αA] = Etotal.

For SAM model, if we sum all allocations for
apartments without heat allocators, given in equation
(1) in Definition 1 we will get

m∑
j=k+1

Ej = Etotal · αw.

On the other hand, if we sum all allocations for apart-
ments with heat allocators, given in equation (2) we
will get

k∑
j=1

Ej = Etotal · (1− αw).

Therefore, if we sum all allocations, we have

m∑
j=1

Ej = Etotal · (1− αw) + Etotal · αw = Etotal.

Proof for SAM-wT model is carried out in the same
way. If we sum allocations for apartments without
heat allocators, given in equation (5) in Definition
2, and then allocations for all apartments with heat
allocators given in equation (6) we would get the
same conclusion as in the case of SAM model.
Introduction of the threshold value T, and the factor
βA doesn’t change argument. ut
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3.2 Monotonicity

Now it is time to analyze other properties of defined
allocation models. One of the first, is concept of
monotonicity, which is given in following definition.

Definition 7 We say an energy allocation model is
monotone if when all consumers maintain same level
of energy consumption, except for one consumer who
increases its energy consumption, then energy alloca-
tion to that consumer will increase.

Monotonicity is important property for the heat
energy allocation models. It ensures that energy al-
location will follow most basic expectation: if you
spend more, you will pay more. Unfortunately, not
all of defined heat allocation models satisfy that prop-
erty.

Theorem 8 (Monotonicity) Models for energy allo-
cation SAM and DAM are monotone, while SAM-wT
is not.

Proof: To prove that DAM model is mono-
tone, suppose that consumption readings in one of the
apartments with heat allocators increased from Ni to
Ni + ∆N , while consumption in all other apartments
remained the same. This means that total energy con-
sumption also increased fromEtotal toEtotal+k ·∆N
for some factor k > 0. Let us compare energy allo-
cations Ei before and after that increase. We want to
prove that

(Etotal + k ·∆N) ·

αA · Ai
m∑
j=1

Aj

+ (1− αA)
Ni + ∆N

∆N +
m∑
j=1

Nj

 >

> Etotal ·

αA · Ai
m∑
j=1

Aj

+ (1− αA)
Ni
m∑
j=1

Nj


This leads to

Etotal(1− αA)
Ni + ∆N

∆N +
m∑
j=1

Nj

+ k ·∆N·

·

αA · Ai
m∑
j=1

Aj

+ (1− αA)
Ni + ∆N

∆N +
m∑
j=1

Nj

 > Etotal(1− αA)
Ni
m∑
j=1

Nj

We will prove that first summand on the left side
of inequation is greater than right side of inequation:

Etotal(1− αA)
Ni + ∆N

∆N +
m∑
j=1

Nj

> Etotal(1− αA)
Ni
m∑
j=1

Nj

⇒
Ni + ∆N

∆N +
m∑
j=1

Nj

>
Ni
m∑
j=1

Nj

⇒ (Ni + ∆N) ·
m∑
j=1

Nj > Ni ·

 m∑
j=1

Nj + ∆N



Last inequality holds when
∑m

j=1Nj > Ni. The
only time this inequality does not hold is when
consumption in all other apartments (other than i-th
one) equals to zero. But in that case, the original
inequality holds because of factor αA · Ai∑m

j=1 Aj
which

does not depend on other apartments consumption
readings.

On the other hand, if consumption is increased
in an apartment without heat allocators, then all
consumption readings in DAM model will remain the
same. But increase of Etotal then leads to increase of
all allocations, including one in an apartment which
increased consumption.

Proof of the monotonicity for the SAM model
follows the similar argument as one for DAM model.
But when we analyze SAM-wT model, we can see
that same argument does not hold. Increase of energy
consumption in one apartment with heat allocators,
leads to increase of an average consumption reading
Nt, and consequently possible increase of value T
(see equation (4) in Definition 2). Increase of T can
lead to increase of βA (see equation (7) in Definition
2), which can significantly change outcome of energy
allocation, putting much more weight on areas of the
apartments instead of consumption readings. This
can be seen in Example 9. ut

Example 9 Allocation is being made for a house with
ten apartments. First eight apartments have the heat
allocators, while last two do not. Let us say that total
energy that should be allocated to those apartments
equals to Etotal = 1000 MWh, and that factor αA
(which determines common part of energy, that should
be allocated according to areas of the apartments)
equals to αA = 0.1. Let us suppose that one point
in consumption readings represent 7.5 MWh of con-
sumed energy (which is consistent with the consump-
tion in last two apartments being similar to consump-
tion in first apartment). SAM-wT model is allocating
heat energy as shown in following table:
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No. Ai Ni SAM-wTEi N ′i SAM-wTE′i
1 50 29 205.73 31 95.74

2 50 10 75.85 10 76.01

3 50 10 75.85 10 76.01

4 50 10 75.85 10 76.01

5 50 10 75.85 10 76.01

6 50 10 75.85 10 76.01

7 50 0 7.50 0 66.61

8 50 0 7.50 0 66.61

9 50 − 200.00 − 203.00

10 50 − 200.00 − 203.00

As we can see, increase of consumption reading for
two points in first apartment resulted with decrease
of its energy allocation. Before that consumption in-
crease, average consumption reading was equal to
Nt = 9.88, and so we had T = 0.25, and βA = 0.1.
After increase of consumption reading in first apart-
ment, average consumption reading rose to N ′t =
10.13, and consequently we have βA = T = 0.875.

From Example 9 we can see what distribution of
consumption readings must look like, so that increase
of reading for one consumer deceases its energy
allocation. For that to happen, significant portion of
apartments should have close consumption readings,
slightly above average consumption reading Nt (see
Definition 2). The greater the number of apartments
whose readings are slightly above Nt, the greater will
be impact of the threshold trigger.

Simulation provides us powerful tool for explor-
ing such situations. Following simulation in Example
10 was computed in Wolfram Mathematica.

Example 10 Allocation is being made for a
house with fifty apartments. First forty of them
have the heat allocators, while last ten do
not. Energy consumption readings for those
forty apartments is given in following vector:
(i, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 11, 11,
11, 11, 11, 11, 11, 11, 11, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12,
12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12). Furthermore, we will
assume that those consumption readings represent
consumption represented in percents of total available
energy for each apartment. Therefore, consumption
readings for the apartments without heat allocators
(which is not measured, so for a modeling we should

consider it as unknown) should equal to 100.
Consumption for the first apartment is labeled with
the unknown, i ∈ {0, 100}. While consumption of
all other apartments is fixed, to analyze monotonicity
(see Definition 7), consumption reading of the first
apartment will rise from 0 to 100. Behaviour of all
three allocation models (SAM, SAM-wT and DAM) is
given in following figures.

Figure 1: The energy allocation comparison of mod-
els with regard to monotonicity, for an apartment with
energy consumption increase

On a graph in a Figure 1, on a x-axis we can read
consumption reading (percentage of consumption,
see Example 10) in one (first) apartment, while
consumptions in other apartments are fixed. On the
y-axis we can read level of energy allocation to the
same apartment. Again, based on the construction
of the example, those reading can be viewed as an
percentage of an amount of heat energy available for
consumption in that apartment.

As we can see in Figure 1, SAM and DAM mod-
els produce monotone allocation, while allocation
of SAM-wT model fails demand of monotonicity
in three occasions. There are significant allocation
decreases for the apartment which is increasing its
consumption. One other thing we can notice in this
graph, is that the energy allocation for observed
apartment under the SAM model goes over the value
100, which means that SAM model allocates greater
amount of energy to that apartment than it is available
for consumption. We will look deeper into this
scenario in Chapter 4.

It is also interesting to see allocation to other
apartments which, in this scenario, are consuming
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Figure 2: The energy allocation comparison of models
with regard to monotonicity, for an apartment with no
energy consumption

same amount of energy all the time (while energy of
first apartment ranges from 0 to 100). In Figure 2
we can see how SAM, SAM-wT and DAM model
allocate energy to an apartment with heat allocators,
and consumption reading equal to zero. In simulation
described in Example 10 αA = 0.1 value is used (see
Definitions of all three models). So it is expected that
there would be some allocation in all of the models.
But, while allocation to that apartment remains
almost the same when using SAM and DAM model,
energy allocation through SAM-wT model results
with allocation jumps.

This way we can see that SAM-wT allocation
to the apartment with no consumption significantly
depends upon consumption in an another apartment.
This rises an interesting question: how to measure
(or define) resistance of the allocation model in a
way that allocation to an apartment depends as less
as possible of the consumption in another apartment.
For now, this is an open question.

Finally, in Figure 3 we can see allocation to an
apartment without heat allocators. On x-axis we can
read (percentage of) consumption reading in first
apartment with heat allocators, and on y-axis we
again read (percentage of) consumption allocation for
apartment without heat allocators. We can see that
SAM and SAM-wT model allocates exactly the same
amount of energy to the apartment, which stays the
almost the same at allocation level 55. This is because
of ”static” nature of those models, since they apriori
determine total amount of energy for all apartments
without heat allocators. On the other hand, DAM

Figure 3: The energy allocation comparison of models
with regard to monotonicity, for an apartment without
heat allocators

model allocation for that apartment ranges from 35
up to 95; so this time allocation of an apartment
without heat allocators depend significately upon
consumption in an another apartment. It is also good
to point out that in this situation consumption of
that apartment is supposed to be maximal, ie. at
consumption level 100.

3.3 Local consistency

Although not being monotone is severe disadvantage
for a energy allocation model, it is not easily open to
manipulation. Consumers does not have information
about current consumption and distribution of con-
summation readings, so it is very hard to manipulate
own consumption in order to take advantage of lack
of monotonicity. There is, however, another property
which is very visible form the perspective of the con-
sumer - a comparison with other consumers within the
same building.

Definition 11 We say an energy allocation model is
locally consistent if its allocations to apartments, Ei,
satisfy following:

1. For allocations Ei and Ej allocated to two
apartments with same area and installed heat al-
locators, there is Ei < Ej iff Ni < Nj .

2. For allocations Ei and Ej allocated to two
apartments with installed heat allocators and
same consumption readings, there is Ei < Ej
iff Ai < Aj .
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3. For allocations Ei and Ej allocated to two
apartments without installed heat allocators,
there is Ei < Ej iff Ai < Aj .

4. For allocations Ei and Ej allocated to two
apartments with same area, where first one is as-
signed to an apartment with heat allocators, and
second one is assigned to an apartment without
heat allocators, there is Ei ≤ Ej .

Properties in Definition 11 establish consistency
of an allocation model from the perspective of a con-
sumer. For a consumer, it is natural to expect lower al-
location than the one allocated to the same size apart-
ment with higher consumption readings (1). On the
other hand, if two apartments have the same consump-
tion readings, it is also natural to expect lower al-
location to one with smaller area, due to lower par-
ticipation in common energy expenses (2). For con-
sumers without heat allocators, apartment area should
be deciding factor for allocated amount of energy (3).
Finally, if we compare allocations for the same size
apartments, where one of them has, and other has not
heat allocators, it is only fair to assume (without any
additional knowledge, such as an energy efficiency of
apartments) that the apartment without allocators con-
sumes at least the same amount of the energy as an
apartment with heat allocators (4). Therefore, proper-
ties from Definition 11 play important role in estab-
lishing public confidence in fairness of an allocation
model.

Theorem 12 [Local consistency] Model for energy
allocation DAM is locally consistent, while models
SAM and SAM-wT are not.

Proof: We will first prove that DAM is locally
consistent. For some two apartments with heat
allocators, properties (1) and (2) in Definition 11
follow from equation (9) in Definition 3. Property
(3) is satisfied because of equation (8) in Definition
3; assigned consumption readings are formed as an
area of an apartment multiplied with a fixed value.
Finally, property (4) also follows from equation (8) in
Definition 3, because consumption reading assigned
to an apartment without heat allocator is always
great or equal to consumption reading of an apart-
ment with maximal (relative to its size) consumption
reading among all apartments with the heat allocators.

For SAM model we can easily show that it
satisfies properties (1), (2) and (3) from Definition

11, which follows from equations (1) and (2) in
Definition 1. But SAM does not satisfy property
(4) of local consistency. As we can see from Table
1 (Example 4), SAM allocated greater value to the
1st than to the 9th and 10th apartment. Because of
static structure of that model, one can easily find a
distribution of consumption readings which produces
allocation for an apartment with heat allocators that is
several times greater than allocation to an apartment
without heat allocators. To do that, the actual share
of consumption by apartments without heat allocators
should be much greater than αw, which is something
that can happen during warm months, when energy
savings among apartments with heat allocators are
high, and so consumption share for apartments
without heat allocators rise. We analyze that scenario
in Chapter 4.

We can only assume that this result was motiva-
tion for introduction of SAM-wT model. Threshold
defined in Definition 2 is activated in case when
greater number of apartments saves energy. SAM-wT
responds to described situation that violates property
(4) of local consistency in a way that it rises share of
an area part of allocation in process of determining
allocations. This way, the model for energy allocation
cancels the basic purpose of the heat allocators - to
allocate energy (predominately) upon consumption.
Even so, SAM-wT did not succeed to satisfy property
(4) of local consistency, as can be seen in Example
9, where allocation to first apartment (with heat
allocators) equals to E1 = 205.73, while allocation
to tenth apartment (without heat allocators) equals to
E10 = 200. ut

To show the extreme to which can go lack of lo-
cal consistency for SAM model, we present following
example:

Example 13 Suppose there are 20 apartments in a
building, each with area of 100m2. Two of them
don’t have heat allocators (we will denote their allo-
cations with E1 and E2), while others have. Apart-
ments without allocators consume 199 MWh each,
one of the apartments with heat allocators consumes
2 MWh (we will denote its allocation with E3), and
all other apartments don’t consume any energy. So,
Etotal = 400. Let us have αA = 0.1.

If we look at SAM allocation, we will see
that apartments without heat allocators have been
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allocated E1 = E2 = 40, apartment with minimal
energy consumption and heat allocators has been
allocated E3 = 289.78, and all other apartments with
heat allocators have been allocated Ei = 1.78. So,
third apartment, with energy consumption 100 times
smaller than first (or second apartment) has allocation
seven times greater then theirs.

If we use SAM-wT model for allocation on same
example, we will get E1 = E2 = 40, E3 = 34.568
and Ei = 16.79. Now we don’t have such huge
anomaly, as with SAM, but side effect is that all
allocations tend to be close to allocation solely
upon area share of an apartment (which would be
Ei = 20 in this example). This way, main purpose
of heat allocators - to allocate energy on basis of
consumption - is being negated. Finally, if we use
DAM, allocations would be E1 = E2 = 125.75,
E3 = 114.50 and Ei = 2.00 for i ∈ {4, ..., 20}.

There is also a way to visualize lack of local con-
sistency for a SAM and SAM-wT models. Let us
look back again to the Example 10 and energy allo-
cation dependance of energy consumption in one of
the apartments. If we use data from that scenario to
compare energy allocations to the equal sized apart-
ments of the SAM model, one to the apartment with
heat allocators (with its energy consumption reading
ranging from 0 to 100 on a x-axis), and other to the
apartment without heat allocators (and maximal en-
ergy consumption) we will get following graph:

Figure 4: The energy allocation comparison for equal
sized apartments with and without heat allocators, un-
der SAM model allocation

From Figure 4 we can see that energy allocation
to the apartment with heat allocators exceeds energy
allocation to the apartment without heat allocators

as soon as its energy consumption readings become
greater than 30 (with 100 representing maximal con-
sumption of the available heat energy). Comparing
energy allocations of the SAM-wT model to that two
apartments yields similar conclusion, as it is shown in
Figure 5.

Figure 5: The energy allocation comparison for equal
sized apartments with and without heat allocators, un-
der SAM-wT model allocation

Here we can see that threshold introduction did
not succeed to eliminate lack of local consistency.
For instance, even if threshold did trigger at the level
of consumption reading near 60, energy allocation
to the apartment with heat allocators didn’t decrease
under the level of energy allocation to the apartment
without heat allocators.

Figure 5 also clearly illustrates how lack of local
consistency can be confusing for a consumer: as
long as the consumption reading for a consumer
with heat allocators ranged from 40 to 99, his / her
energy allocation was greater than those to the equal
sized apartment without heat allocators (and maximal
consumption), but in the moment in which consumer
with heat allocators maximize its consumption,
his energy allocation becomes less if compared to
allocation of the apartment without heat allocators!

Finally, in Figure 6 we can see allocations made
by DAM model in Example 10. If we compare allo-
cation of an apartment with heat allocators (and ris-
ing consumption, which is in percentage shown on a
x-axis) and allocation to the apartment without heat
allocators, we can see that graph confirms result of
Theorem 12.
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Figure 6: The energy allocation comparison for equal
sized apartments with and without heat allocators, un-
der DAM model allocation

4 The analysis of allocation models
accuracy

4.1 SAM model

As we mentioned before, SAM model through factor
αw actually tries to predetermine share of energy con-
sumption of the apartments without heat allocators.
So what is the level of consumption (compared with
the state prior to installation of heat allocators) for
which SAM model accurately allocates heat energy?

To answer that question, we will assume that
apartments without heat allocators maintain the same
level of heat energy consumption as before heat
allocators were installed in the building. Another
assumption we are making, when talking about
”accurate” allocation, is that we will assume that
all apartments without heat allocators consume
same amount of energy (relative to their size). This
doesn’t have to be so, because heat transfer between
apartments changes after some of them consumes
less energy. Also, different apartments have different
energy consumption, due to different energy effi-
ciency [7]. But if we want to stay within the same
analysis framework, and if we don’t want to introduce
new class of information into the allocation models
(such as database of energy efficiency factors for
all apartments in building), we should accept those
assumptions.

We will denote the consumption of the apart-
ments with heat allocators before their installation
with Ewith, and consumption after allocators instal-

lation with E′with. Similarly, energy consumption in
the apartments without heat allocators we will denote
with Ewithout and E′without.

Now, from Definition 1 we have:

Ewithout = E′without ⇒
Awithout
Atotal

· Etotal = l · Awithout
Atotal

· E′total ⇒

Etotal = l · E′total ⇒

Ewithout + Ewith = l · (E′without + E′with)

If we denote with α′ share of energy apartments
with heat allocators are consuming (relative to con-
sumption prior to installation of allocators), we have:

Ewithout + Ewith = l · (Ewithout + α′Ewith)

Ewithout · (1− l) = Ewith · (α′l − 1)

Awithout
Atotal

·Etotal · (1− l) =
Awith
Atotal

·Etotal · (α′l− 1)

Awithout · (1− l) = Awith · (α′l − 1)

Now, let us with αwith denote total area share of the
apartments with installed heat allocators.

Atotal · (1−αwith) · (1− l) = Atotal ·αwith · (α′l−1)

(1− αwith) · (1− l) = αwith · (α′l − 1)

I we solve this equation for α′, we get

α′ =
1

l
+

(
1− 1

l

)(
1− 1

αwith

)
(10)

Equation (10) gives us factor of change (reduc-
tion) of the consumption of apartments with heat
allocators, at which SAM model accurately allocates
heat energy, as a function of two parameters: factor
l from Definition 1 and an area share of apartments
with heat allocators.

For instance, if we use l = 2 (as in Definition 1)
and αwith = 0.9 (which means that total area of the
apartments with heat allocators accounts for 90% of
total buildings area), we get α′ = 0.4444. This means
that SAM allocation will be accurate if apartments
with heat allocators consume 44.44% of energy they
consumed prior to installation of heat allocators.
Dependance between α′ and αwith, for a value l = 2,
is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Dependance between α′ and αwith for a
value l = 2 (see equation (10))

Here we can see that, if we want SAM to provide
accurate allocation, energy consumption (compared
to the previous state without heat allocators) in the
apartments with heat allocators must range from 0
(when there is only 50% of total building area with
heat allocators) up to 0.5. Either way, if we want
SAM to allocate energy accurately, savings in the
apartments with heat allocators (for l = 2, as in
Definition 1) must be significant.

Property described with equation (10) is some-
thing that requires information about share (in area)
of apartments with installed heat allocators, and fur-
thermore, the information that it provides is diffi-
cult to measure or estimate. Therefore, let us take
look at total savings in building which provides accu-
rate allocation for a SAM. Share of total energy con-
sumption in building (compared to consumption prior
to installation of heat allocators) we will denote β′:
E′total = β′ · Etotal. Now we have:

E′total = E′with + E′without
= α′ · αwith · Etotal + (1− αwith) · Etotal
= Etotal · (α′ · αwith + 1− αwith)

For β′ we have:

β′ =
E′total
Etotal

=
Etotal·

(
α′·αwith+1−αwith

)
Etotal

=
[
1
l

+
(
1− 1

l

) (
1− 1

αwith

)]
· αwith + 1− αwith

= 1
l

(11)

This result is global property of the model, which
can easily be measured. If we want SAM model to
accurately allocate energy within a building, total
energy consumption in building must be at a level of
β′ = 1

l of energy consumed prior to allocators instal-
lation. Since in Definition 1 we have l = 2, building
has to reduce its total heat energy consumption to one
half of its prior consumption, for SAM model to be
accurate.

This brings out the question: why is l set to
2? What was wrong with previous values for l?
Especially when recent studies on behaviour change
and energy use show that up to 20% of the currently
consumed energy can be saved through changing
behaviour [1]. Such savings would mean that statis-
tically most appropriate value for l would be 1.25.
Furthermore, HEP-Toplinarstvo d.o.o., the biggest
heat energy provider in Croatia states that saving in
heat energy for buildings, after installation of heat
allocators vary from 15% up to 30% [2], which would
yield a value for l between 1.17 and 1.42 (if we want
a SAM model to be accurate in most of the situations).

To answer that questions, we have to look at a
behavior of SAM model in the case when change of
the total consumption factor, β′, does not equal to 1

l .

Let us first take a look at a SAM allocation for
apartments without heat allocators at that level of con-
sumption. SAM model allocates to all those apart-
ments total amount of energy equal to l · AwithoutAtotal

·
Etotal, while allocation should be 1

β′ ·
Awithout
Atotal

·
Etotal, β

′ ∈ [1−αwith, 1], for a model to be accurate.
The ratio of those two values equals to

l · AwithoutAtotal
· Etotal

1
β′ ·

Awithout
Atotal

· Etotal
= l · β′, (12)

where β′ ∈ [1 − αwith, 1]. Therefore, for l = 2,
ratio of an energy allocated to apartments without
heat allocators, and energy actually consumed in
those apartments, equals to 2β′. This means, that for
β′ = 1 (when no energy was saved compared to the
consumption prior to installation of heat allocators,
which can occur during very cold months, when
all available heat energy is consumed), apartments
without allocators are being allocated twice the
consumed energy. On the level of consumption
β′ = 0.75 they are allocated 50% more energy than
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their consumption. On the other hand, if total savings
are high (for instance during warmer weather period),
and β′ = 0.25, those apartments are being allocated
only half the energy they spend. The extreme is when
savings are maximal, and β′ = 1−αwith. This means
that all apartments with heat allocators are consuming
no energy at all. But in this case, apartments without
heat allocators are the one who benefit most from the
situation. Although they consume all energy in the
building, they will be allocated only 2 · (1 − αwith)
share of it.

Analysis for the apartments with heat allocators
is more complex, since it depends on the distribution
of the consumption readings. Because of that, we
will analyze only ”worst case scenario” for those
apartments. This scenario occurs in situation when
we maximize number (area) of the apartments with
heat allocators and no energy consumption, because
in that scenario, allocation for the rest of apartments
with heat allocators will be greatest.

To make such analysis possible, we will work
under assumption that maximal consumption in the
apartments with heat allocators equals one in the
apartment without them. Now, we have to denote
(area) share of the apartments with heat allocators that
consume maximal amount of heat energy (while oth-
ers are consuming none). Let us denote that share with
αmc (as for ”maximal consumption”).

αmc =
Area of the apartments with heat allocators and maximal consumption

Area of all apartments

Now we have

αmc = β′ − αwithout
Why is this so? Because, in situation in which part
of the apartments maintain full consumption, while
other part consumes none of the available energy,
β′ equals to area share of the apartments with full
consumption. When we subtract share of the area
without heat allocators (for which we assume full
consumption), we get αmc.

To that part of the building (apartments with heat
allocators and maximal consumption), SAM model
allocates all the energy

(1− αw) · β′ · Etotal,

which equals to (see equation (3)):

(1− l · αwithout) · β′ · Etotal

Now, we calculate allocation relative to the area of
the apartments with heat allocators and maximal con-
sumption:

(1− l · αwithout) · β′ · Etotal
αmc ·Atotal

=

(1− l · αwithout) · β′

β′ − αwithout
· Etotal
Atotal

=

1− l · αwithout
1− αwithout

β′
· Etotal
Atotal

. (13)

From (13) we can see that if β′ = 1
l , factor

multiplying Etotal
Atotal

equals to 1. This means that allo-
cation is accurate, because all (relative) consumptions
(where there is some) are equal. If energy savings are
low (if β′ is equal or close to 1), we can easily see
that factor in question is lower than 1, which means
that apartments with heat allocators and maximal
consumption are being allocated smaller amount of
energy than they consume.

The most interesting scenario, however, is the
one in which β′ tends to αwithout, which means
that energy consumed in all apartments with heat
allocators tends to zero.

In that case value in denominator tends to 0,
so factor in equation (13) doesn’t have upper bond.
This analysis shows that there are consumption
reading distributions among apartments with heat
allocators, that can easily lead to extremely high
energy allocation to some of those apartments, using
the SAM model.

Now, the unbounded expression in equation (13)
tells us value of allocation relative to the area, and
since heated area of the apartment is not continuous,
but a discrete value, we can not achieve infinitesimal
values in analyzed denominator. Nevertheless, val-
ues of allocation to that apartment can be really high,
especially when compared with the allocations to the
apartments without heat allocators. This is illustrated
in the following example:

Example 14 Allocation is being made for a house
with fifty apartments. First forty of them have the heat
allocators, while last ten do not. Energy consumption
readings for those forty apartments is given in follow-
ing vector: (i, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0).
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Furthermore, we will assume that those consumption
readings represent consumption represented in per-
cents of total available energy for each apartment.
Therefore, consumption readings for the apartments
without heat allocators (which is not measured, so for
a modeling we should consider it as unknown) should
equal to 100.
Consumption for the first apartment is labeled with
the unknown, i ∈ {0, 100}, while consumption of all
other apartments is fixed to 0, which describes ”worst
case scenario” for the SAM allocation model.

Figure 8: Example of the allocations under SAM
model in ”worst case scenario”

As we can see in Figure 8, allocation for the
first apartment, the one with heat allocators and
consumption reading that ranges from 0 to 100, SAM
model energy allocation is high. In fact it is eleven
to twelve times higher than the allocation to the
apartment without heat allocators (and maximal heat
energy consumption). Allocation for apartments with
heat allocators and no heat consumption readings
are low, because in convex combination defined with
equation (2) (see Definition 1) part that depends upon
consumption reading equals to zero.

Anomaly derived from equation (13) could have
been the reason why SAM-wT model was introduced.
Situation when β′ tends to αwithout means that αmc
tends to 0 and share of the apartments with no (or very
low) consumption tends to αwith. In such scenario
value T from equation (4) in Definition 2 tends to 1,
and consequently value βA in equation (7) tends to 1.
This eliminates extremely high allocations, because
allocation tends to be done according to area (rather
than consumption). But, in the same time, SAM-wT
model negates very purpose of heat allocators.

Figure 9: Example of the allocations under SAM-wT
model in ”worst case scenario”

This conclusion can be seen in the simulation
described in Example 14, which describes ”worst case
scenario” for SAM allocation method. As we can see
in Figure 9, SAM-wT allocation to all three types
of apartment are almost constant when heat energy
consumption reading of the first apartment ranges
from 1 to 100. This is so, because value of convex
combination index βA (see Definition 2) equals to
0.78, which means that 78% of the allocation value
is determined by area share of the apartment, while
only 22% of the allocation value is determined by
consumption reading share (which is in those type of
scenario relatively low).

4.2 DAM model

Let us now analyze DAM method for energy alloca-
tion. This method produces accurate allocation when
Ni,

Ni = αN ·Ai · max
j=1,...,k

Nj

Aj
, i ∈ {k + 1, ...,m}

Ni

Ai
= αN · max

j=1,...,k

Nj

Aj
, i ∈ {k + 1, ...,m}

represents accurate consumption reading for energy
consumed in the apartments without heat allocators.
Let us denote consumption reading and area of an
apartment which maximizes given fraction withNmax

andAmax. Since we are assuming accurate allocation,
for all consumption reading we have Ni = γEi for
some constant γ. Now we have

γEi
Ai

= αN ·
γEmax
Amax

, i ∈ {k + 1, ...,m}.
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So, if we want for an allocation to be accurate, there
should be

Emax =
Amax
Ai

· 1

αN
· Ei, (14)

for all apartments without allocators, i ∈
{k + 1, ...,m}.

What happens if we have Emax > Amax
Ai
· 1
αN
·

Ei? In that case, the apartments without allocators are
assigned consumption readings N ′i :

N ′i = αN ·Ai · NmaxAmax

= αN ·Ai · 1
Amax

· γ · Emax

> αN ·Ai · 1
Amax

· γ · AmaxAi
· 1
αN
· Ei

So, we have N ′i > γ ·Ei = Ni. Therefore, in the case
of an apartment with maximal relative consumption
among those with heat allocators, consumes more
energy than stated in equation (14) (where i-th
apartment is one of the apartments without heat
allocators), apartments without heat allocators are
allocated more energy than their actual consumption
is. Consequently, apartments with heat allocators are
allocated smaller amount of energy than their actual
consumption.

Analogously, in case when we have
Emax <

Amax
Ai
· 1
αN
·Ei, we conclude that apartments

with allocators are allocated greater amount of energy
compared to their actual consumption, while apart-
ments without heat allocators are allocated smaller
amount of energy than their actual consumption.

Unfortunately, it is impossible to determine
relation between Emax and Ei solely upon consump-
tion readings on heat allocators, nor from the total
energy consumption readings. No matter what are
total saving in energy consumption, distribution of
energy consumption within the building can produce
both results, depending of actual consumption of
just one apartment (the one that maximizes (relative)
consumption).

Nevertheless, we can still give bound for maximal
error of allocation model, through analyze of the worst
case scenario. Based on the given analysis, worst case
scenario for the DAM model of allocation occurs in
case when Emax → 0. Consequently, consumption

in all apartments with heat allocators tends to zero.
Therefore, we will analyze situation in which there is

Emax
Amax

= ε <<
Ei
Ai
, i = k + 1, ...,m (15)

while energy consumption in all other apartments with
heat allocators equals to zero. Furthermore, let us sup-
pose (without loss of generality) that all apartments
have equal area, so that we could have clearer read-
ings of the results. So, we are working under assump-
tion that Emax = ε << Ei, where Ei is same amount
of energy consumed in all apartments without heat al-
locators. In that case total energy consumption equals
to:

Etotal =
m∑

i=k+1

Ei + ε = (m− k) · Ei + ε

Let us with N0 denote energy consumption reading in
the apartment with energy consumption Emax = ε.
All other apartments with heat allocators have con-
sumption reading equal to 0, while according to DAM
apartments without heat allocators are assigned con-
sumption readings Ni = αN ·N0. Furthermore, let us
have αC = 0, so that complete allocation is done ac-
cording to consumption readings (and none according
to apartments areas) which emphasize energy alloca-
tion error. Now we have:

Ntotal = (m− k) · αN ·N0 +N0

Now, energy allocated to the apartment with max-
imal energy consumption among apartments with heat
allocators equals to (see Definition 3):

Ei′ = Etotal ·
N0

Ntotal
=

(
(m− k) · Ei + ε

)
· N0

(m− k) · αN ·N0 +N0
=

(m− k) · Ei + ε

(m− k) · αN + 1
≈ (m− k) · Ei

(m− k) · αN + 1

Ei′ = Ei ·
1

αN + 1
m−k

. (16)

Since αN ≥ 1, from equation (16) we see that
allocation to an apartment with heat allocators is
smaller than allocation to apartments without heat
allocators, which is conformation of Theorem 12.
But, in this worst case scenario allocation to an
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apartment with heat allocators can be close to an
allocation to the apartment without heat allocators,
even if its actual consumption equals to ε which
is very low compared to the consumption on the
apartment without heat allocators.

For instance, if we use αN = 1.1 in a building
in which 10 apartments does not have heat allocators,
we have Ei′ = 0.833Ei, even if i’-th apartment
consumes few percent of energy consumed in i-th
apartment.

We should point out that this worst case scenario
for a DAM model, is in the same time a worst case
scenario for a SAM model (see analysis following
equation (13) on page 12). But, while worst case sce-
nario produces unbounded share of energy allocation
for an apartment with heat allocators in SAM model,
the same scenario produces allocation for an apart-
ment with heat allocators which is bounded by energy
allocation share to the apartment without heat alloca-
tors.

4.3 Consumption reading point value

With use of the simulations, another area of analysis
opens. Beside local consistency, there is one other
aspect of heat energy allocation that is very visible to
the consumers – energy value of consumption reading
points.

Every consumer with heat allocators have first
hand experience with consumption readings, and
naturally question of the correlation between energy
consumption readings points and energy allocation
arises. Extensive research can be made in this area.
At this point, however, we will use Example 14 just
to illustrate the problem.

We should point out, that for this purpose value of
(convex combination) coefficient αA was set to zero.
This way, allocation produced by models depends
solely upon consumption.

In Figure 10 we can see how value of the
consumption reading point changes for all three
allocation models, as the consumption reading in one
of the apartments rises from 1 to 100 (points, which
is the same as percentage of maximal consumption in
this example) which can be read on x-axis. On y-axis

Figure 10: Energy consumption reading point value in
the ”worst case scenario”

in this graph we can read value of the ratio of the
allocated energy (in percentage of the maximal con-
sumption in one of the apartments) and the number
consumption reading points, again as a percentage of
maximal consumption reading in that apartment. This
means that accurate energy value of the consumption
reading (in the case when energy allocation is equal
to the actual energy consumption) should equal 1
(which can be seen as dashed line in Figure 11).

As explained in Example 14 this is the result of
the ”worst case scenario” consumption reading dis-
tribution. Therefore, it is not so surprising to see
that energy reading point value for a SAM method
goes extremely high when consumption in only apart-
ment with heat allocators that measures its consump-
tion tends to zero. It is in fact expected result, which
corresponds with analysis in the Chapter 4.1.

Figure 11: Energy consumption reading point value in
the ”worst case scenario”

If we rescale y-axis, in order to have better look
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at lower consumption point values, as in Figure 11,
we can see that consumption reading point value for
SAM-wT model dives quickly under 1, ending at a
value of 0.3. Although this looks like a good scenario,
result should be viewed as a three times smaller than
it should be. That is, of course, consequence of SAM-
wT model putting the weight in allocation calculation
on apartments area, rather than its consumption.

Energy reading point value in DAM model under
the ”worst case scenario” does not fall from relatively
high values to 1 so rapidly. But the question is, how
to compare energy reading point values in DAM and
SAM-wT models? What is the criteria for declaring
one result better than other? Since accurate energy
reading point value should equal to one, is it better
for a model to value energy reading point 0.5 or 1.5?

We shall propose that criteria should be com-
parison between maximal ratios against accurate
consumption reading point value. For instance,
for consumption reading point value 0.5, ratios
against accurate consumption reading point value
are 0.5

1 = 0.5 and 1
0.5 = 2, and so we have

max
{
0.5
1 ,

1
0.5

}
= 2. On the other hand, for

consumption reading point value 1.5 we have
max

{
1.5
1 ,

1
1.5

}
= 1.5. This result we interpret in

following way: consumption reading point value 0.5
is 2 times smaller than accurate one, while consump-
tion reading point value 1.5 is 1.5 times greater than
accurate one. Therefore, later consumption reading
point value is more desirable result.

In Figure 12 we can compare those maximal
ratios for the DAM and the SAM-wT model, based
upon simulation from Example 14.

Here we can see that SAM-wT model preforms
better than DAM model (in terms of consumption
reading point values analysis) for low energy readings
(in the described worst case scenario). The DAM
model provides much better results for higher energy
reading. Of course graph in Figure 12 describes
models behavior only in one specific energy reading
distribution. But the concept of the consumption
reading point value analysis opens the door for further
reasearch in this area, based upon comprehensive
usage of simulations. With that in mind, let us
examine following example:

Figure 12: Maximal ratios of allocated consumption
reading point values against accurate consumption
reading values for SAM-wT and DAM model

Example 15 Allocation is being made for a
house with fifty apartments. First forty of them
have the heat allocators, while last ten do
not. Energy consumption readings for those
forty apartments is given in following vector:
(y,N2, x, x, x, x, x, x, x, x, x, x, x, x, x, x, x, x, x, x,
x, x, x, x, x, x, x, x, x, x, x, x, x, x, x, x, x, x, x, x).
Furthermore, in this example consumption reading
points represent (without loss of generality) per-
cents of total available energy for each apartment.
Therefore, consumption readings for the apartments
without heat allocators (which is not measured, so for
a modeling we should consider it as unknown) should
equal to 100.

Consumption reading for the first apartment is
labeled with the variable, y ∈ {0, 100}; for second
apartment it equals to constant N2 = 80; and in all
other apartments with heat allocators, consumption
reading is labeled with the variable x ∈ {0, 100}.
With variable y we can (approximately) determine
level of consumption (in percentage compared to
the maximal available energy for an apartment).
Total energy consumption level (which was in Chap-
ter 4.1 labeled with β′) in this example equals to
β′ = 0.0076x + 0.0002y + 0.216. So for x = 37 we
have β′ ∈ [0.4972, 0.5172].

In this example, as in previous analysis, we will
use value αA = 0 (to put the emphasis on part of con-
vex combination which allocates energy consumption
on basis of consumption readings). For DAM model
calculation αN = 1.2 value was used.
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After all parameters of simulations are set, let us
calculate values of maximal ratios against accurate
consumption reading point value. In Figures 13, 14
and 15 calculation of those maximal ratios are given
for the first apartment under the SAM, SAM-wT and
DAM model respectively.

Figure 13: Maximal ratios against accurate reading
point value for the first apartment in SAM model

Figure 14: Maximal ratios against accurate reading
point value for the first apartment in SAM-wT model

Figure 15: Maximal ratios against accurate reading
point value for the first apartment in DAM model

Rows in matrices in Figures 13, 14 and 15
represent maximal ratios for a fixed value of variable
y, while columns represent maximal ratios for a fixed
value of variable x. As we can see values of maximal
ratios for the first apartment can not be calculated in
a first row (i.e. when y = 0). Similar calculation can
be made for all other apartments – in this case for a
second and third apartment.

In following figures we will visualize calculated
data. In Figure 16 is graph visualization of data from
Figure 15. We can see that DAM model produces
low values of maximal ratios against accurate reading
point value for the first apartment (all values are lower
than 1.2). If we compare data for a DAM model with
data provided by the SAM model (from Figure 13),

Figure 16: Maximal ratios against accurate reading
point value for the first apartment in DAM model

we will get visualization presented in Figure 17.

Here we can see that DAM model in this case
produces allocations with better (lower) maximal
ratios against accurate reading point value in almost
all situations. Only exception is situation in which
value of x is close to 40, and value of y is maximal.
In fact, SAM model produces lowest maximal ratios
against accurate reading point value for x = 37 (with
β′ ∈ [0.4972, 0.5172]), as stated in Example 15. This
result confirms analysis made in Chapter 4.1 about
SAM model being accurate for β′ = 0.5.

Figure 17: Comparison of the SAM (dark blue) and
the DAM model maximal ratios against accurate read-
ing point value for the first apartment

If we compare maximal ratios against accurate
reading point value for a SAM and SAM-wT model
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(see Figure 18), we can see that SAM-wT model does
not produce such high ratios against accurate reading
point value when x is close to zero, as a SAM model.
On the other hand, SAM model produces better result
in case of (total building) energy consumption at level
of 30 − 50%. In those situations, SAM-wT model
triggers its threshold, producing more inaccurate
energy allocation. For higher x values, both models
produce same maximal ratios against accurate reading
point value, because those models are the same in
case when SAM-wT model threshold doesn’t trigger.

Figure 18: Comparison of the SAM (dark blue) and
the SAM-wT model maximal ratios against accurate
reading point value for the first apartment

However, we should point out that DAM model
preformed so well in this example, partly due to
selection of value for constant consumption reading
N2 = 80. Since DAM model produces allocation
on basis of maximal (relative) consumption reading,
such high isolated consumption reading ensures good
results of the method even in case of low overall con-
sumption (i.e. low x values). Even if such assumption
is not unusual, let us look at a DAM model results in
case when there is no such high isolated consumption
reading.

In Figure 19 we can see how well DAM model
preforms against SAM model, in case when value
of N2 is set to 20. In this case, DAM model still
produces better maximal ratios against accurate
reading point value, for x greater than 50 and for
x less than 20. As mentioned before, SAM model

Figure 19: Comparison of the SAM (dark blue) and
the DAM model maximal ratios against accurate read-
ing point value for the first apartment (with N2 = 20)

produces its best results for values of x from 30 to
40. Without high N2 value, DAM model preforms
slightly weaker than SAM model in that range.

Further comprehensive study of consumption
reading point value can be made following method
laid down by Example 15. Analysis could and should
be complemented with statistical real life consump-
tion reading data, which would provide more infor-
mations about consumption readings structure. With
that additional knowledge, greater quality conclusions
could be made. Let us conclude this chapter with
notion that there also are differences between max-
imal ratios against accurate reading point value in
some of the models (such as SAM-wT) when different
apartments are compared. Analysis of such allocation
model behavior is yet to be made.

5 Conclusion

In this article we presented and defined three methods
for heat energy allocation with partial distribution
of heat allocators. Two of them were legislated in
Croatia during last seven years (SAM model defined
in Definition 1 and SAM-wT model defined in Defi-
nition 2), while third method was proposed in works
of Hatzivelkos (DAM model defined in Definiton 3).

Moreover, we defined several properties of heat
energy allocation models: consistency, monotonicity
and local consistency. Consistency of the allocation
model is necessary property; the sum of all allocated
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energy must be equal to consumed energy total. As
we showed, all three allocation models are consistent.
Monotonicity is property that ensures that greater
energy consumption will always lead to greater
energy allocation to that consumer (see Definition
7). But, while SAM and DAM allocation models are
monotone, SAM-wT is not.

Finally, local consistency is property that is most
visible from the perspective of the consumer (see
Definition 11). This property ensures that consumer
sees allocation as ”fair”, when consumers compare
their energy allocations. As we showed, only DAM
model satisfy local consistency, while SAM and
SAM-wT do not.

In the last part of article, we analyzed the behav-
ior of SAM and DAM allocation models in ”worst
case scenario”, that is, for distributions of consump-
tion readings for which allocation distribution differs
the most from actual energy consumption distribu-
tion. We find out that in those situations SAM model
allocate share of energy to the consumer with heat
allocators, that is far greater than its actual energy
consumption. Even more, that ratio (of allocated and
consumed heat energy) is unbounded from above.
On the other hand, DAM model even in the worst
case scenario, produced allocation for a consumer
with heat allocators, that is bounded from above with
allocation to the consumers without heat allocators.

Even if those worst case scenarios are rare, such
allocation anomaly can take high media coverage.
Such situations then lead to public distrust in very
notion of individual metering through heat allocators.
Problem then outgrows the individual injustice done
to one consumer. In the long run, repetition of such
anomalies, backed with allocation model properties
which are seen as unfair (such as lack of local
consistency) can lead to public disapprove of the very
concept of individual heat energy metering through
heat allocators.

Another open allocation models research area
that deals with role of the coefficient αA (see Chapter
2 and Definitions 1, 2 and 3). This coefficient should
determine portion of the total energy consumption
that should be allocated in respect to an apartments
area share, as it represent the portion of the total heat
energy loss within the building.

The SAM and DAM model treat this coefficient
as a fixed, constant value. But this doesn’t have to
be so in real life. For instance, in warmer periods
consumption could be much lower, and share of the
heat energy loss could rise due to constant circulation
of heated water within the building, which is not
being used. On the other hand, the SAM-wT model
intervenes into the value of coefficient αA. What is
the result in terms of accuracy of that intervention is
an open question.

Additional study based upon real life energy con-
sumption readings should be made to answer those
questions. It could provide an answer to the question
of dependance between consumption readings and en-
ergy loss share. There is also possibility that other
factors, such ass value of average outside temperature
in observed periods of time could play important role
in modeling of the method or algorithm which would
provide better estimation of the αA value.
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